Dissecting the expression patterns of transcription factors across conditions using an integrated network-based approach
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ABSTRACT

In prokaryotes, regulation of gene expression is predominantly controlled at the level of transcription. Transcription in turn is mediated by a set of DNA-binding factors called transcription factors (TFs). In this study, we map the complete repertoire of ~300 TFs of the bacterial model, Escherichia coli, onto gene expression data for a number of nonredundant experimental conditions and show that TFs are generally expressed at a lower level than other gene classes. We also demonstrate that different conditions harbor varying number of active TFs, with an average of about 15% of the total repertoire, with certain stress and drug-induced conditions exhibiting as high as one-third of the collection of TFs. Our results also show that activators are more frequently expressed than repressors, indicating that activation of promoters might be a more common phenomenon than repression in bacteria. Finally, to understand the association of TFs with different conditions and to elucidate their dynamic interplay with other TFs, we develop a network-based framework to identify TFs which act as markers, defined as those which are responsible for condition-specific transcriptional rewiring. This approach allowed us to pinpoint several marker TFs as being central in various specialized conditions such as drug induction or growth condition variations, which we discuss in light of previously reported experimental findings. Further analysis showed that a majority of identified markers effectively control the expression of their regulons and, in general, transcriptional programs of most conditions can be effectively rewired by a very small number of TFs. It was also found that closeness is a key centrality measure which can aid in the successful identification of marker TFs in regulatory networks. Our results suggest the utility of the network-based approaches developed in this study to be applicable for understanding other interactomic data sets.

INTRODUCTION

Organisms respond to continuous variations in internal and external conditions by orchestrating their transcriptional responses depending on the environmental challenges they are faced with. This involves the usage of a subset of a complex network of transcriptional interactions, which undergo rewiring from condition to condition and is commonly called the transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) of an organism (1,2). In bacteria, where regulation of gene expression is primarily believed to occur at the level of transcription, the protein complement that can sense these variations in internal and external cellular status is termed as the collection of transcription factors (TFs) (3–5). It is through the activity of TFs which can respond to specific signals resulting in allosteric modifications, that their affinities to specific DNA-binding sites (operators) or with the rest of the transcriptional machinery change (3).

Although several recent studies have successfully employed the extent of cross-species conservation of regulatory elements or regulatory network structure to show that there is extensive rewiring of transcriptional machinery even in closely related organisms (6–11), our understanding of species specific aspects of transcriptional regulation and their dynamics across conditions is rather...
limited. Therefore, to gain further insights into bacterial TRNs and to quantify properties of TFs which govern their function under different experimental conditions, we exploited the publicly available expression data for the best characterized bacterial model, Escherichia coli (12,13).

Recent advancements in deciphering the expression patterns of genes across an entire genome using microarray technologies have allowed us to characterize the transcriptomes of several model organisms. Indeed, previous efforts have shown that microarray expression patterns can be successfully used to study the transcriptional network in E. coli (14). However, our understanding of the expression patterns of TFs, which are themselves responsible for the dynamics of gene expression in an entire genome, is limited. Therefore, in order to have a comprehensive overview and comparative perspective of the properties of TFs, which are expressed under different experimental conditions, we analyze in this study the repertoire of TFs active under different conditions and show that a relatively small fraction of the complete repertoire of TFs are active in any given condition. We then use the set of active TFs in each condition to study their mode of regulation, ability to sense intracellular or extracellular status and connectivity in the TRN. We further show that most conditions can be associated with a small set of marker TFs using a dynamic network of TF–TF interactions generated in respective conditions. Our results provide a first comprehensive overview of the transcriptional landscape of TFs in a bacterial model system demonstrating the dynamic nature of sequence-specific DNA-binding factors across conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transcriptional regulatory network of E. coli

The currently known network of transcriptional regulatory interactions in the complete genome of E. coli was obtained from RegulonDB (15). The network contained 1420 nodes and 3461 edges after removing sigma-mediated interactions. We found that the network comprised of 165 TFs regulating a set of 1255 target genes. Since some TFs act as dimers, for the sake of calculating the number of genes regulated by a TF in such cases we included targets of dimers as the target of each of the monomeric subunit involved. In addition, monomers of these dimeric TFs are often expressed in different transcription units and might be subject to distinct regulation.

Data set of TFs and their classification based on the number of regulated genes, functional role and sensing environment

The complete set of E. coli TFs analyzed in this study was obtained from RegulonDB (15), which is a manually curated database containing information on transcriptional regulation in E. coli. However, since several TFs in E. coli are uncharacterized, we also included predictions of TFs (16) made available through this database. Our final data set comprised of 296 known and predicted TFs in the whole genome which was used for all the subsequent analysis. This data set is available as Supplementary Data along with literature evidence confirming the DNA-binding activity of the TF where available.

To characterize a TF based on the number of genes it regulates, we have first calculated the degree of all the TFs in the complete TRN and grouped them into high (H)-, medium (M)- and low (L)-degree TFs. H-degree TFs were defined as those which regulate more than mean(degree)+2 standard deviation(degree), while the set of L-degree TFs comprised those with degrees less than mean(degree). M-degree TFs corresponded to those with degrees in between these two groups. This classification resulted in 24 and 7 TFs to belong to the M- and H-degree groups and the rest to the L-degree. TFs can modulate the expression of a gene either positively or negatively and this often depends on the site of action on the DNA with respect to the transcription start site (3,17). In order to understand whether activators or repressors or dual regulators are abundant in each experimental condition examined, we classified TFs into activators (positive mode of regulation), repressors (negative mode of regulation) and dual regulators (TFs which exhibit both modes of regulation on their promoters without preference for one or the other). TFs were classified as activators or repressors if at least 60% of all the promoters it controls are known to be positively or negatively regulated, otherwise it was considered as a dual regulator which does not have a preference for either mode of regulation. Such a classification resulted in identifying 79 and 78 TFs as repressors and activators, respectively, with the remaining belonging to the dual class of regulators. The basic unit of transcriptional sensing system is composed of a TF and its corresponding effector genes; the former encodes for a TF sensing the effector signal produced or obtained by the product of the second gene (4,5,18). The main characteristics of the subclasses of the genetic sensing machinery in E. coli are shown in Supplementary Data and a more complete discussion is presented elsewhere (4,8). We mapped experimental or annotated information for 96 TFs, which were previously classified into one of the five different classes namely internal sensing metabolites (ISMs), internal DNA-bending (IDB) or nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs), hybrid (H; sensing transported and synthesized metabolites), external sensing two-components (ETCs) and external sensing transported metabolites (ETMs).

Microarray data and processing for analyzing TF activity

To compare the expression levels of TFs across different experimental conditions, we obtained a large compendium composing of 445 microarray data sets available as a public resource for E. coli in the form of M3D database (Build 4 of E. coli expression data) (13). These data were available in the form of Robust Multi Array (RMA) normalized profiles (19), thus enabling us to directly calculate the average expression value of protein coding genes across all experimental conditions tested. Therefore, averaged gene expression values were used to compare the levels of expression of TFs and other protein coding genes. Expression data could be obtained and
mapped for 4125 genes in the complete genome of *E. coli* K12 (NCBI reference genome sequence NC_000913.2), while all TFs could be mapped onto the expression compendium. Since a number of conditions available as part of this compendium are redundant or minor variations of the standard conditions, we have calculated the correlation of expression for all genes between all arrays using Pearson’s correlation as the similarity metric between arrays and performing a hierarchical linkage clustering in the cluster package (20). This enabled us to identify conditions which are highly correlated to each other and to include only one of the repeated conditions as a representative. We found that at a correlation threshold of 0.95 a total of 62 conditions could be considered as nonredundant representatives of the compendium which we use for the entire analysis. This threshold allows sequential snapshots in time-course experiments to be considered as different, while a stricter threshold of 0.90, which yields only 25 conditions, filters out these experiments. A list of these conditions is available in Supplementary Table 5.

**Identifying TFs which are significantly expressed in each nonredundant condition**

It has been recently found by a number of studies that there is a relationship between the number of genes regulated by a TF and its concentration (21–23), suggesting that the number of active TFs in a condition cannot be determined purely based on a comparison of their messenger RNA (mRNA) concentrations in a given condition. Therefore, we first launched a detailed analysis on whether the expression profiles of TFs across conditions vary and found that most TFs show a variation in their expression profile. These expression values were sorted, plotted and finally inspected for all the nonredundant conditions, and it was observed that a majority of expression patterns emerged from the data, suggesting that each TF should be handled separately. In particular, we found that the dominant trend comprised of a truncated normal distribution with varying ranges of expression. Accordingly, an expression vector corresponding to each TF was used to calculate the mean (M) and standard deviation (SD), which were subsequently employed to define the significant expression threshold (SET) in the form of \( \text{SET} = M + SD \). In other words, TFs were labeled as significantly expressed in a given condition if their measured expression value surpassed SET. Dot plots showing the expression profiles for the experimentally verified TFs in RegulonDB (15) are available as Supplementary Data with SET values indicated. Such a cross-condition comparative approach to identify active TFs not only takes into account the differences in the levels of expression of global versus local TFs but also sensitive to variations across conditions.

**Estimating the significance for the enrichment of different properties of TFs across conditions**

To estimate the significance for the enrichment of TFs in each condition, we calculated the hypergeometric probability using the \texttt{dhyper} function in R. This was done by identifying the total number of genes present on the microarray chip and the number of protein coding genes which are detected to be expressed at the same thresholds used for TFs in a given condition. The total pool of TFs (297) was also used as a parameter for estimating this probability. The same approach was used for estimating significance of different sub-populations of classes of TFs in various sections of the manuscript. For instance, to understand whether there is enrichment for activators, repressors or dual factors in each condition, we computed the \( P \)-values using the reference distribution of these classes from the static network. \( P \)-values estimated using this approach are shown in the figures and a more complete list for different sections is available as Supplementary Data.

**Defining active TF–TF subnetworks in each condition**

A recent study mapped the static network of interactions between different TFs in *E. coli* providing a compendium of information for studying the dynamic nature of regulatory cross-talk between TFs (21). Therefore, to understand whether TFs can be associated to different conditions based on their interplay with other TFs in a given condition, we first constructed active sub-networks of TFs for each nonredundant condition using this static network, which comprised of 171 regulatory interactions between TFs after excluding autoregulatory interactions. The procedure to create active subnetworks essentially involved two steps, first of which is to identify TFs which are active in a given condition as described in a previous section and then mapping them onto the static TF–TF network. The second step involved finding all interactions where at least one of the TFs participating in a static regulatory interaction was found to be active in the condition of interest. Such an approach yielded an active subnetwork for each of the nonredundant conditions. The number of interactions in subnetworks varied from 14 observed in the condition where the predicted biofilm formation regulatory protein (yceP) is knocked-out, to 95 interactions in one of the mid-log growth aerobic conditions of the *E. coli* wild-type strain BW25113. Supplementary Data shows the set of active subnetworks identified as a result of this procedure for different conditions.

**Calculating network properties and identifying statistically significant TFs in the active TF–TF network in each condition**

To study the properties of each active subnetwork and the variation of the network properties of different TFs across conditions, we used \texttt{igraph}, a publicly available R package for analyzing graphs (http://cneurocs.rmi.kfki.hu/igraph/ and http://www.r-project.org). In particular, we used the \texttt{igraph} functions degree, transitivity, betweenness and closeness for calculating the degree, clustering coefficient, betweenness and closeness centralities of a node, respectively. The clustering coefficient of a node (within a directed graph) of interest was calculated locally, as the proportion of links between its neighbors divided by the maximum number of links that could theoretically exist between them. Betweenness centrality, which is the number of shortest paths going through a node, was...
calculated using the Brandes algorithm (24) implemented in R. Similarly, closeness, measured as the inverse of the average length of the shortest paths to all other vertices in the graph, was obtained using the implementation in R. Since the centrality measures betweenness and closeness use the shortest path lengths between all pairs of nodes in a graph, for cases where no path exists between a particular pair of nodes, shortest path length was taken as one less than the maximum number of nodes in the graph. Note that this is also the default assumption for calculating centrality measures in igraph. Since different subnetworks have different sizes, degree and betweenness need to be normalized before they can be compared across conditions, we employed the following normalization formulas:

\[
\text{normDegree(node, condition)} = \frac{\text{Degree(node, condition)}}{\text{vertices(condition)} - 1}
\]

\[
\text{normBetweenness(node, condition)} = \frac{2 \times \text{Betweenness(node, condition)}}{(\text{vertices(condition)} - 1)(\text{vertices(condition)} - 2)}
\]

To find associations between TFs and conditions we compared the network properties of a given TF across different conditions and identified conditions which showed significant variation of the network property with respect to what is expected in an average profile. In particular, for each TF we calculated the degree, clustering coefficient, betweenness and closeness values in the active subnetworks representing the different conditions and identified conditions where a TF exhibited a significant centrality threshold (SCT) ≥ mean (M) + standard deviation (SD) of the particular network property. TF-condition associations were considered significant only if two or more of these network descriptors were found to cross the significant threshold. This network significance parameter had a considerable effect on the number of predicted markers, with a stringent SCT cutoff of 2 yielding 179 potential markers, as explained in the ‘Results’ section, while a relaxed cutoff of 1 resulted in 728 potential markers. By contrast, a very stringent threshold value of 3 uncovered only 27 markers.

**Using regulon expression to validate identified marker TFs**

The previous section described a network-based procedure that produces a list of markers for any given condition. In this section, a protocol is presented to further check these marker TFs, by testing whether they have a detectable effect on the expression of their target genes. More specifically, this benchmark consists of estimating the expression footprint of markers in comparison with randomly chosen transcription factors. It takes several steps to calculate the expression footprint of a marker \(m\) in condition \(C\):

(i) Take the static regulatory network of \(E. \) coli.

(ii) Identify all target genes \(T_{1..r}\) known to have direct regulatory interactions with \(m\).

(iii) For each \(T_i\) check expression state in \(C\):

(a) Check expression level, which we term as expression\((T_i, C)\).

(b) Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the expression values of \(T_i\) across all nonredundant conditions \(C_{1,c}\).

(c) When expression\((T_i, C) < \text{Mean}(T_i) - \text{SD}(T_i)\) or expression\((T_i, C) > \text{Mean}(T_i) + \text{SD}(T_i)\) we say that \(T_i\) has significantly changed its expression in condition \(C\); otherwise, we say that this target gene has not significantly changed its expression in \(C\).

(iv) Calculate the fraction of the \(m\) regulon (of size \(r\)) that significantly changes its expression in \(C\).

In the case of transcription factors with both positively and negatively regulated target genes, the protocol is applied separately to the activated and repressed regulons, excluding genes with dual regulation. Furthermore, in order to get reliable expression measurements, only regulons of at least five genes were considered, which is equivalent to sample the effect of a marker gene 5 or more times per condition.

The same protocol is repeated with 100 randomly sampled TFs to estimate the mean (background) regulon state in \(C\), so that we can now calculate: (i) the percentage change (expression ratio) between the regulon state of \(m\) and the background regulon state and (ii) the associated normal distribution \(P\)-value for each marker \(m\) (Supplementary Table S3). In order to classify predicted markers that effectively rewire the transcriptional network, a cutoff value of expression ratio was enforced. In our tests, the preferred minimum expression change value was 15\%, which selects a total of 107 effective markers. A cutoff of 25\% was also tested, which still reported 97 markers.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Expression of TFs across conditions**

Organisms react with numerous transcriptional responses depending on the fluctuations in their internal and external conditions by controlling the expression of their genes. The cellular components that sense these variations are linked to the transcriptional machinery through the activity of TFs. TFs can respond to specific signals resulting in allosteric modifications that change their affinities to specific DNA-binding sites upstream of genes, thereby controlling their expression. These effector signals can be classified as exogenous or endogenous depending on their origin in the cellular context—i.e. whether the cell can take them from the milieu or produce them in the cytoplasm (4,25). The network of interactions between TFs and the set of genes they regulate have been studied in great detail in several model organisms at varying levels (17,26,27). In particular, TRNs have been shown to possess a multilayer hierarchical modular structure using either a top-down or a bottom-up approach for determining hierarchy (28,29).
at the global level, encompassed with motifs, which are formed of patterns constituting one or more TFs modulating the activity of a set of target genes, at the local level (17,27,30). Indeed, each of the different types of network motifs was found to exhibit distinct dynamical functions (27). However, our understanding on whether TFs are more expressed than other functional classes or how TFs belonging to different layers of this hierarchical network and different sensing abilities are expressed across conditions is not clear. In what follows, we first compare the expression of TFs as a class compared to other functional groups and then address a series of questions on whether the set of TFs identified to be active in each experimental condition show distinct trends depending on the condition.

TFs are frequently less expressed than other classes of genes

It is now a known notion that not all genes are expressed to the same extent in a cell. Some functional classes such as ribosomal genes or genes involved in core metabolic processes are known to be expressed in higher levels than others because of their frequent use. In general, TFs are thought to be expressed in lower levels based on anecdotal observations from well-studied lac system where it was shown that the number of protein copies of LacI (a dedicated TF for lactose utilization) rises from around five to a maximum of 20 molecules upon induction of lactose (31). However, NAPs and other global regulators such as crp, lrp and fur in E. coli reach protein concentrations of more than 1000 units per cell (32,33), suggesting that some TFs can be expressed in higher concentrations. Therefore, to learn whether TFs as a class are expressed differently to other functional groups, we compared their mRNA expression levels using two alternate functional schemas available for E. coli, namely COGs (34) and the Multifun classification of genes by Riley and co-workers (35). Figure 1 highlights some COG functional classes which exhibited the largest differences in expression with respect to TFs (see Supplementary Data for a comparison with all classes, including Multifun). Among these, we found that ‘translation’ and ‘cell cycle control’ classes clearly showed enrichment for highly expressed genes (mean RMA expression values are 9.95 and 9.06, respectively). We also identified some classes such as cell motility, which need to be sporadically expressed under specific conditions, to be less expressed in general than TFs (mean RMA expression values are 7.89 and 8.23, respectively). Figure 1 also includes the combined expression profile of all E. coli genes, plotted in gray, with a mean expression value of 8.45, showing that TFs are weakly expressed even when compared to the average expression profile of all protein coding genes. While the TF expression density appears to be only slightly shifted toward smaller values, a Wilcoxon test confirms that both classes indeed have significantly different medians ($P$-value = 7.859E-81), and therefore different distributions. Overall, these results suggest that most TFs are poorly expressed across conditions by triggering their activity only when needed, although the absolute difference in expression is small. In contrast, global transcription factors are known to achieve relatively high expression levels (21,22,36) but nevertheless have short transcript half-lives (37).

Conditions exhibit varying number of active TFs

TFs are known to be highly dynamic in their expression, thereby providing timely response to external perturbations using a range of network sub-structures from motifs to signal processing units (27,38–40). Therefore, to assess the number of TFs, which are active in each condition, and to analyze whether different conditions exhibit varying proportions, we identified the set of active TFs in each of the 62 nonredundant conditions (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Above the SET of each TF, we found that different conditions harbored varying proportions with the lowest observed in lacZ upregulated condition 90 min after mid-log growth induction of the riboregulated CcdB plasmid (Figure 2, condition lacZ_MG1655_t90). We also found six conditions where the proportion of active TFs exceeded 25% of the total TF repertoire. These conditions are: aerobic growth of wild-type cells in log phase using MOPS media with 10 min heat shock at 50°C (WT_MOPS_heatShock) (41); yoeB upregulated condition under high concentrations of norfloxacin in LB (yoeB_U_N0075) (12); an experiment in which the synthetic peptide pepAA, containing least amino acids, was overexpressed and expression was measured 30 min postinduction (pepAA_t30) (42); E. coli MG1655 wild-type 120 min after treatment with 5 µg/ml kanamycin (MG1655_kanamycin_t120); and 400 µg/ml spectinomycin (MG1655_spectinomycin_t120) (43). Despite the variations in the proportion of TFs expressed across conditions, we found that the maximum number of active TFs...
was limited to 100, accounting for about 33% of the total TFs, observed in the uninduced condition of the wild-type strain BW25113 post 60 min (BW25113_uninduced_t60), suggesting that much less than one-third of the total collection of TFs in an organism might be employed for transcriptional responses specific to a condition. Indeed, an analysis of the average number of TFs expressed across conditions suggests that about 15% of the total TFs might be active, indicating that most conditions might be exploiting no more than 50 TFs, with stress induced conditions like heat shock or translational burden (42) and drug resistance-associated conditions exhibiting an increase in the number of expressed TFs. These observations suggest that under stress and drug-induced conditions, organisms might undergo a significant change in their transcriptional circuitry. In order to understand whether the number of expressed TFs in a given condition is significant when compared to the total number of protein coding genes detected to be expressed, we computed its significance using a background hypergeometric distribution (‘Materials and Methods’ section). As shown in Figure 2 (also see Supplementary Data for all conditions), we found that 46 conditions (75%) showed higher than expected number of TFs at a $P$-value threshold of 0.05, reflecting the enrichment for the occurrence of TFs in a particular condition, computed using a hypergeometric distribution (‘Materials and Methods’ section), are shown in two different ranges. $P < 0.001$ are indicated with a triangle while those $<0.05$ were marked with a star.

![Figure 2. Proportion of the total repertoire of TFs expressed in each nonredundant condition. Conditions were found to harbor varying number of TFs, with percentages ranging from 3% to as high as 33%, suggesting enormous variation in the number of active TFs across conditions. $P$-values reflecting the enrichment for the occurrence of TFs in a particular condition, computed using a hypergeometric distribution (‘Materials and Methods’ section), are shown in two different ranges. $P < 0.001$ are indicated with a triangle while those $<0.05$ were marked with a star.](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/)
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suggesting that although the proportion of TFs identified across conditions is small, they form a significant component of the expressed pool of genes.

**Activators are more abundant across conditions than repressors**

Transcription initiation in bacteria requires that RNA polymerase (RNAP) recognizes and binds specific DNA sequences upstream of transcription units called promoters. The recognition of promoter sequences by RNAP occurs when it associates with sigma (σ) factor. The primary or housekeeping sigma factor in *E. coli* is encoded by the rpoD gene and is known as σ70 (44). A bacterial promoter is defined as the segment of DNA that enables a gene or set of genes to be transcribed and is located immediately proximal (6–8 bp) to the transcription start site. However, in addition to sigma factors, TFs also bind to these regions to mediate the process of transcription and hence play a central role in governing the activity of a gene. In particular, TFs recognize their target genes (TGs), whose transcription they control, due to the presence of the binding sites in the promoter regions. Typically, a TF, upon binding to the promoter regions of its target genes or transcription units, can control the expression of the genes positively or negatively. While repressor sites which can inhibit the transcription of genes are known to occur downstream of transcription start site, activators generally attach to DNA upstream of the start site (45–47). In *E. coli* and several other bacteria it has been predicted, based on the location of the helix–turn–helix DNA-binding protein motif in the protein sequence of the TF, that there is an enrichment for factors which act as transcriptional repressors and hence postulated that significant fraction of the genes in the transcriptional network might be negatively regulated (46,48,16). However, it is not known how the proportion of TFs based on their mode of regulation varies across different experimental conditions.

Therefore, we sought to address this by grouping experimentally characterized TFs for which transcriptional regulatory interactions are well documented into activators, repressors and dual regulators (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Figure 3 shows the proportion of TFs belonging to different modes of regulation in each condition of growth. Although most conditions show a similar distribution of activators and repressors, it is easy to note that there are some conditions which exhibit marked enrichment for either class. For instance, contrary to the expectation that most conditions might be overrepresented for repressors due to their genomic abundance and high conservation in closely related species (16,49), we found that only four conditions showed more than 60% of the TFs working as repressors, while 17 conditions had more than 60% of the TFs represented as activators, indicating that activation is the most common mode of regulation for TFs in most conditions. Indeed, nearly 50% of the conditions exhibited more than 50% of the TFs working as activators, while only 30% of the conditions showed the same frequency of TFs acting as repressors. A closer look at the conditions suggests that most of these conditions associated with high number of activators correspond to *E. coli* cells in the later phases (mid-log to late-log) of growth representing: aerobic (MG1655_t1080_aerobic, MG1655_t150_aerobic, MG1655_t405_aerobic); anaerobic (MG1655_t180_anaerobic, fnr*K fnrAnaerobic); recombinant protein expression cultures (har*S4 R* noIPTG) in the absence of isopropyl-l-thio-β-d-galactopyranoside (IPTG) (50); recombinant protein production of *E. coli* abundant amino acid encoded peptides (pET3d_t130) (42); or biofilm-associated conditions (biofilm*K yceP indole, biofilm*K_tnaA, biofilm*K_trpE), suggesting that most of the activators are upregulated in the later phases of growth or in conditions where there is a metabolic burden on the cell. Similarly, we found that repressors are abundant in *E. coli* cells at 12 min posttreatment with norfloxacin (T12_N10000), at 120 min posttreatment with kanamycin (MG1655_kanamycin_t120), upregulation of yoeB under norfloxacin-induced conditions (yoeB*U N0075) or in LB with high concentrations of glucose 4 h post-incubation (ik_H2_T4). These observations indicate that while metabolic repressors might be expressed in order to turn off the corresponding metabolic operons (21), stress and antibiotic response regulators might be upregulated in the former conditions. Again we used a background hypergeometric distribution to estimate the significance of these populations of activators, repressors and dual TFs when compared to their abundance in the static network. As indicated in Figure 3 (see also Supplementary Data), we found 14, 17 and two conditions which exhibited significant numbers of activators, repressors and dual regulators respectively at a P-value threshold of 0.05, further supporting the protocol for identification of active TFs.

These observations suggest that most of the normal conditions of growth invoke activators, while stress or metabolic response to particular carbon sources might induce a number of repressors. Overall, our results based on expression of TFs across conditions suggest that activators are more abundant and hence promoters might be predominantly activated in majority of the conditions contrary to the holistic notion that promoters are mostly repressed (47,51).

**Nucleoid-associated TFs are consistently expressed across conditions**

In bacterial cells, the dynamics of TFs is controlled by signals which can have origin both within the cell or exterior to the cell (4,5,18). The basic unit of this sensing machinery at the genomic level is constituted by TF and effector genes; the former encode for a TF sensing the effector signal produced or obtained by the product of the second gene (4,25). The main characteristics of the subclasses of the genetic sensing machinery in *E. coli* are described elsewhere (4,8). Using a literature-curated data set of 96 TFs and their effectors (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section), we asked whether different conditions show distinct patterns of preference for different classes of sensing. As a result of this analysis, we found that except IDB TFs, which seem to be consistently expressed in most
conditions to remodel the bacterial nucleoid, all other classes were represented with <30% of the total TFs in most conditions (Figure 4).

In order to further validate these observations, we computed their significance using a background hypergeometric distribution. As shown in Figure 4 (also see Supplementary Data for all conditions), we found few conditions which exhibited significant enrichment for any class of sensing at a P-value threshold of 0.05, possibly due to the small number of TFs which could be associated to sensing classes; however, as expected, the most frequent enriched class was found to be IDB.

Dynamics of TFs across conditions

There is convincing evidence that, similar to eukaryotic transcriptional regulators, bacterial TFs work in a combinatorial fashion to control their promoters by
integrating external and internal signals (5,30). However, our ability to unravel the interplay between TFs and the association of TFs with specific conditions has been limited to specific conditions. Therefore, to understand the association between physiological states and the subset of active regulatory proteins, we developed a network-based framework to link each condition with a specific set of TFs which were found to be central to the condition under investigation.

To assess the association of a TF with a particular condition, we first mapped the known static network of TF–TF interactions (21) onto each of the nonredundant microarray conditions, and as a result condition-specific TF networks were obtained as explained in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. These subnetworks were then employed to study the centrality and clustering coefficient of each of the nodes across conditions. Briefly, three centrality measures have been described in the literature.
state repertoire is somewhat limited when compared to the theoretical state space.

Finally, we describe an example of drug inhibition, a condition in which a culture of E. coli is exposed to a drug which results in a subsequent rewiring of the regulatory network:

(v) Experiment MG1655_ampicillin_t120 reports the growth of a wild-type E. coli strain in a rich medium when ampicillin is added. In this case, two global regulators (crp and fis) are highlighted as markers, but the upregulated marA and marR genes, known to be activated by fnr and fis, possibly have greater diagnostic value, as they are key components in the antibiotic resistance mechanism (59). Likewise, oxyR is assumed to be involved in responses to oxidative stress (60). Finally, metJ is also predicted to be a marker in this condition.

Inspection of these examples suggests that a network-based approach, as the one presented in this work, is able to identify biologically meaningful associations between TFs and environmental conditions. Nevertheless, this approach could not find significant associations in 10 conditions. A possible explanation is that some conditions might capture an equilibrium (or amorphous) state of the regulatory network in which no single active TF can be identified as a marker. However, it is also plausible that some conditions exhibit much smaller numbers of active TFs, which would result in smaller regulatory sub-networks. In order to further investigate this, we examined several network descriptors for all 62 regulatory subnetworks (maximum diameter, average path length, mean degree, mean closeness, mean clustering coefficient and mean betweenness; see Supplementary Table S2) to observe to what extent the condition-specific network topology imposes restrictions on the number of markers found. The only property that correlates significantly with the number of associated marker TFs is mean closeness ($R^2 = 0.45$, $P$-value = 1.47E-09; see also Figure 6A), suggesting that this variable can be a predictive estimate for conditions to have significant number of associated markers. This means that conditions in which the active subnetwork has a larger fraction of TFs with short paths to all other nodes (a higher closeness centrality) are more likely to produce markers TFs that are responsible for re-shaping regulatory networks.

Overall, this analysis shows that the conditions studied in this work clearly exhibit distinct network structure and properties, indicating that a distinct subset of the transcriptional network might be employed by bacteria depending on the environment. Furthermore, while this work does not attempt to estimate the number of possibly different regulatory states in the cell, the observation that diverse experimental conditions show redundant transcriptional footprints (383 out of 445, see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) suggests that the regulatory state repertoire is somewhat limited when compared to the theoretical state space.
Highly connected TFs are frequently found associated to conditions

Transcriptional networks are scale-free in their structure with a small set of TFs regulating most of the genes and this results in the identification of a set of TFs which can be identified as hubs or global regulators (61,62). Although a number of approaches and criteria have been developed for identifying global regulators (63), here we have classified TFs into three different classes, namely H-, M- and L-out-degree, depending on the number of genes controlled by them, as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. In terms of active TFs, we note that most microarray conditions capture <30% of the H, M or L classes, which is obviously in agreement with the previously presented global pattern of expression and again insinuates that only a small subset of the TFs from each class might be exerting regulatory roles in any one physiological state (Supplementary Figure S1). However, as there are only a small number of highly connected TFs to sample, they are found to be active in more conditions, in contrast with a majority of L-degree TFs which seem to be just sporadically expressed. Therefore, after applying the network methodology described above, we observe that regulatory proteins are more frequently found to be central (associated) as their connectivity increases, as plotted in Figure 6B. In summary, it seems that the diagnostic value of TFs increases with their connectivity, presumably as they integrate a larger fraction of the physiological signals.

**Figure 5.** Active subnetworks in four representative conditions: aerobiosis, biofilm, anaerobiosis (fnr knockout) and ampicillin induction. The static network of TF–TF associations from RegulonDB, which is the basis for the generation of dynamic networks in respective conditions, is shown at the center. Different network properties are displayed for each active sub-network to illustrate the variation in the parameters among conditions, and the predicted markers are shown as black nodes.
Most marker TFs effectively re-wire the regulatory network

In order to further evaluate the relevance of the representative marker TFs presented in the previous section, which were derived from the analysis of the network of TF–TF interactions, we set to measure their effect over the transcriptional network. A way of doing this for any experimental condition is by monitoring the expression levels of target genes that are part of a marker’s regulon, provided the regulon contains a minimum number of genes. It must be stressed that this experiment uses an independent data set, i.e. the microarray expression values of target genes, which was not used to define the markers that are going to be validated. As explained in ‘Materials and Methods’ section, the expression level of randomly sampled regulons can be taken as a reference and those markers with regulon changes deviating from background expression will confirm their role as condition landmarks.

We are aware that this approach oversimplifies the regulatory network of *E. coli*, since combinatorial regulatory interactions, in which several TFs effectively control a single promoter, are frequent. In these cases, the regulatory effect of a given marker TF, which we are measuring, might be shadowed by the regulatory action of its regulatory partners. Indeed we find that regulatory proteins with large regulons, i.e. highly connected TFs from the H class defined above, which tend to have more regulatory partners, induce relatively smaller expression changes across their regulons than local TFs (see Supplementary Figure S2, $R^2 = 0.37$, $P$-value = 0.0014).

Despite these methodological drawbacks, out of 179 potential markers identified by means of centrality properties, as explained in the previous section, 141 have regulons with at least five target genes and could therefore be further evaluated by checking their regulon expression (Supplementary Table S3). In 107 cases (76%), significant regulon changes were observed, with a mean observed expression change of 37.4% and an SD of 10%. Figure 7 shows a heat map of these confirmed markers, dissecting the activated and repressed fraction of each regulon, which were considered independently.

If we filter out markers with small regulon changes, on average there are two markers per condition, of which one is expected to be highly connected. These numbers illustrate that the network-based approach put to the test in this study might single out TFs (24%), which display significant changes in terms of network centrality but show little regulon expression changes. This might be caused by limitations of the approach or by the inherent noise in gene expression measurements, but the complexity of the transcriptional network, in which frequently several TFs co-regulate the same promoter, must also be included in the equation. Nevertheless, we found that the network methodology was successful in robustly identifying marker transcription factors in 46 experimental conditions and we find it remarkable that the expression state of a bacterium such as *E. coli* can be summarized by looking at, on average, just two or three transcription factors. This mean number of two markers per condition must be handled with caution, as some condition-specific regulatory networks were found to be effectively rewired by up to nine TFs (see, for instance, condition ph5 in Supplementary Table S3). Moreover, as explained in ‘Materials and Methods’ section, if we relax the significance level of the network parameters then it is possible to predict a larger set of markers in 61 conditions (Supplementary Table S4). If we apply the same validation protocol to this larger set of markers, on average six will be rewiring the network in each condition. While these analyses show that the thresholds on the parameters of the network-based approach have an effect on its performance, they also support that the number of TFs responsible for adapting the regulatory network to each condition is rather small.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, we have used the publicly available gene expression data for the model bacterium, *E. coli*, to understand the dynamic properties of its regulatory network. This detailed analysis involved the identification of active set of TFs in each of the representative set of growth conditions and enabled us to address for the first time on a genomic scale the dynamic properties of TFs across a number of different environmental conditions. In particular, our analysis indicated that TFs are generally less expressed than other functional classes. The previous
report that TFs regulating different number of genes are expressed at different levels (21,22) guided us to develop a TF-centric approach to identify the set of active TFs in each condition. We note that different conditions exhibit different number of TFs with an average of about 15% of the TFs per condition and a maximum of about one-third of the total TF repertoire identified in certain stress-induced conditions such as heatshock or translational burden and drug-induced conditions. These observations suggest that under stress and drug-induced conditions, organisms might express a higher proportion of TFs compared to their normal growth conditions to counter the challenges they are faced with. Our analysis also suggests that activators are generally more abundant than repressors across conditions, contrary to the expectations that bacterial promoters are mostly repressed and the observed higher number of repressors in the genome. It is possible to interpret from our analysis that only in certain stress and drug-induced conditions the proportion of repressors is higher than activators, indicating that in most conditions activators play a dominant role in controlling the expression of genes in bacteria.

Figure 7. Heat map of regulon expression ratios for 141 marker transcription factors. Rows represent conditions, while columns describe activated (+) and repressed (−) regulons of markers, which are handled separately. Green cells highlight regulons over-expressed with respect to the background (0 to 1 scale), while red cells denote under-expressed target genes (0 to −1 scale). The size of each regulon is shown in parenthesis. Note that some markers are monomers of transcription factors which are active as protein dimers (ResAB, IHF, FlhDC).
experimentally characterized set of regulatory interactions between TFs in the transcriptional network of *E. coli* by mapping it onto different experimental conditions. The network-based methodologies employed here unveiled a landscape in which the adaptation of bacterial populations to their environment could be monitored at the transcriptional level. The repertoire of experimental conditions tested could be mirrored by a repertoire of transcriptional subnetworks which, we suspect, reflected the ability of *E. coli* to survive in changing niches. The results presented suggest that the response to these changes can be mapped by using a rather small number of marker TFs that usually have a clear biological interpretation supported in the literature. For instance, our analysis could clearly predict the association of antibiotic resistance regulators such as marR and marA with drug-induced conditions or arcA and gadX with anaerobiosis associated conditions, suggesting the utility of the proposed method for identifying regulatory markers specific to different perturbations. Nevertheless, analysis of some conditions did not produce any markers, as it was found that a minimum value of subnetwork closeness is required for marker identification. Therefore, it is possible to suggest that closeness is a centrality measure of high interest for finding markers in transcriptional networks.

This study not only provides a venue for improving our understanding of the gene expression dynamics of TFs in bacteria but also allows us to apply the network-based approaches developed in this study to be used for studying other well-characterized systems for which there is abundant transcriptiomic and network topology data available. In particular, we believe that the application of network-based parameters employed in this study to identify marker TFs can be a more general approach to study other kinds of cellular dynamic networks like those of protein–protein interactions or metabolic pathways, or even cell-type specific networks in higher eukaryotes, and hence has the potential for improving our ability to exploit the noisy expression and interactomic data for their meaningful interpretation.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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